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Packaging systems  as well   as  technique  used  for storage or distribution  of agri- 
cultural  products  are  being evolved  in  Europe.  Why  ? 
Mainly  for  reniability  reasons,   that   is   to say   final  cost  decrease,   and also for 
rationalization. 

At  the time  being,   agricultural  goods   are delivered  always   : 

• In bulk,   that   is   to say   in bulk  in  a  largo container. 

It  appears   that  only a  low tonnage  is   involved. 
The whole  handling opération particularly spoil* the goods. 
Citrus   fruits are sometimes delivered  in   that way,  but  an  Inquiry 
seems  necessary  for knowing  if the solution can be foreseen on a 
large   scale. 

• !."  «• »nl .' imi s   i or   1»   t o  ¿U  kg 

- Wooden containers 

They  represent  certainly  the most   important part   for  this type of goods. 
They may  include or  not a sheet  of  paper which  covers   the internal wall» 
of   the   container. 
The wooden  containers   themselves   may be made entirely  of wood  (crate)   or 
may have   the   2  opposite  small walls made  of agglomerated wood. 
Títere are such ill lièrent  channels   to reach  the   retailers'shops  that   it  is 
difiicull   to give  details  on the  various   types  of packs. An inquiry would 
be  necessary   for  knowing  the  interest   of   both mentioned packs. 

- Corrugated board contalnt:rs 

(Solid  cardboard   is   rarely  used) 

A lot  of articles   are  used but  their amount  is   less   important. 
Several  types  of  boxes  are  used   : 

.   Folding  cases with outer  flaps  only meeting and inner  flaps grapplng 

.   Telescope   boxes 

.   Cases  with  small   flaps 

.  Telescope   lolding case.s  with   flaps 

.   and specially  trays  used  tor   fruits  as well as  for  vegetables. 

For avoiding  the  loss of compression due  to humidity,  a  lot of  treatments 
have been  tested or   are still  in  progress. The main ones are   : 

.  Treatment   in depth with  resins  (mainly escorez types) 

.  Treatment  of the  liner  boards   : 
- Impregnation of wax  (the  quality of the wax  is  so 

important   that generally  a wax compound   Is  prefer- 
red)   - Sever.il   types  ol   process   are  used. 

- Hot-melt   coating 
- Low Density   Polyethylene  extrusion 

.   Use of moisture-proof  glues 

.  Treatment   on  the   linisheil corrugated  board 
- Inmersión   in a wax  bath 
- Hot  air treatment   t- wax   impregnation under vacuust 

(Secor  process) 
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The knowledge concerning i hu difficulty of production of these 
types of treatment and ttv   results  of  treated corrugated board 
is very important  because  it should help to decide if this pack 
is to be preferred or not to wooden containers. 

In Mme cases, specially for delicate fruits, the containers in wood or 
In board contain several layers of goods which are protected by moulded 
sheet« in cellulose,  polystyrene or P.V.C. 

- In largf.bags 
¡om¡üm¡¡"¡go,  these bags were only made  of  jute.  But now    for a question 
of  final price and also  in crder to avoid nould growth,  they are made of 
woven stretched polypropylene. 

In unit» of 1 to 5 kg  for  instance,  ready  to be boughs 

The development of m-per- and Super markets hac permitted a large increase 
of these types of pa'cUs, - in spite of ali attacks concerning pollution -, 
because, finally, they seem to represent the most suitable possibility for 
main reasons : 

- avoiding of  too many hardlin^s 
- certitude  for  th3 censurar to have an exact weight 
- possibility r.lwoys  for ths consumer  to choose, which is very im- 

portant,  *nd evnn it can be said that  it h*s become habitual. 
- better ac'.-.inistratien of shops 
- reduction of  stealing 
- and so on... . . 
- They help the  consulter to reCuce  the  time of waiting (queue; and 

permit  to decrease the number of   shop-assistants. 

The ready to be bought  oac'cs seem so important   that a complete study of all 
the possibilities nu-st  be carried cut   for 'trowing the conclusions of,  let 
say,  the la?t 5 years. 
Thé price ot the packe  thiraelves is  so  determinant  that a lot of  firrs have 
worked quite a long time  for arriving  to find  or new shapes or new machine- 
ries able to give  an acceptable   final   nrr.ce_. 

They ore made of   : 

- solid board 
- corrugated board treated or  not  according to the  fragility of the 

goods   ; 
- wood , . 
- injected or  theri?oforired plastics   (polystyrene and several types  of 

polyolefines) 
- moulded pulp  (cellulose) 
- Expa-ded polystyrene r.indo by  vacuu-i  forming or injection 
- nets  (vegetaDÏe'or mainly now plastics  fibres - Nylon - polypropylene) 
- plastics  b<T,s   (Low density  polyethylene and now since one or 2 years, 

high density Polyethylene). 

Certain of these  pa-kr   ai;  z»s:v:ùTpe*  wit1'   ^ • hel? of a fihrlnkcd or «"«tched 
low density Polyethylen?  fil"). 

Such an amount o£  packs  being  involved    hts  permitted a lot of critics too, 
specially about  pollutic, and loss of  raw materials. 

ÈHM 
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These attacks have been particularly strong because of the energy crisis 
and in a lot of countries, the Governments have designed special commis- 
sions, to study the matter. 
The work continues,   the inquiry too. It  is still too tarly to indicate 
the conclusions but  it appears clearly that the  interest of such ready 
to be bought packs   is so important and  let say evident  that it  is dif- 
ficult to think that a regulation would restrict their use. 
The point on pollution is  certainly Important specially if plastics are 
concerned.  It is the reason why several  trials are carried out  for making 
bio-degradable polymers. 
Practically,  except  for certain types of bags given in shops, no really 
available solution has been found even with the  photo-degradable plastics. 
However, considering the importance of the pollution problem,  the question 
must be closely followed. 

For summing up,  everybody, specially since the energy crisis,  is interest«* in 
using the most economic  packaging system, but when all the different possibili- 
ties, which are  still  used, are considered,   that means that  this question of 
final cost decrease is  not so easy to solve. 
It can however be said  that in 2 or 3 years   time,  certain types of packs will 
be preferred to others.  They will represent  then the resultant for transporta- 
tion and commercialization of goods. 
Consequently,  it  appears  that  large efforts must be  done in order  to follow the 
present situation in Europe. 

In case ready to be bought packs can be  filled in certain Arab countries,  a 
large new market  of goods with added value may arise. 

_J 

ÉHHÈ 
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KoquireminV';   lor  packaging  lur  export     n  tin?   European market  o£ agricultural 
und sea   p'oducl^   (bearing  in mind lot tcasled  evoluì ionB) 

Very uli,tcn,  buyers think,  except  per lut pa  ior   tins  but  certainly   for  plastic», 
that   t*»\;re   is  no  requirement   for  p.icks. 
This conclusion   stun.1;   lop,Leal   when .ill   the   possibilities  of   raw materials  used 
for  packs   -  and  dcsciibod   in   point   L   -   arc  known. 
Those  people have  the  habit  to buy goods  in  auch or such  types of  containers. 
A qtilck   inquiry,   which  might   be  thouroughly   resumed,   proves   that   these buyers 
fln/illy   choose   thoir  packs only according  to   the   final  protection   they bring 
to'the  goods  after .til   handling  operations. 
It   is  certainly  a  quite   logical   action   for   them cspec.ally  because   they have 
not  to   follow  legislation. 
The Common Market will   certainly alter  this   position   in  the   future. 

General   propositions   lor   the  Common  Market 

The  Director   responsible   lor  Agrictil i ut e   in   the  Common Market,   has,   with  the 
help of   expert;.   I torn Member  stales  .nul   in   (lie   context   ol   work   In iug  carried 
out   by   tin- Commission   regard i il);   the   harmonization  of   laws   relating   to mate- 
rials  und  articles   intended  to  come   into contact   with   foodstuffs,   drawn  up 
and stilimi tied   to  the  Council   lor  approval  a   propoi.il   lor  an  outline  Directive 
laying  down general  principles   applicable  to  all  materials.   This   directive   is 
to lie   followed  by a number of   spécifie   directives   for   the   various   types  of ma- 
terials   and articles   (e.g.   pottery,  glass,   plastics,   paper  and cardboard...) 

So  far,   work has   been   started  on .special   directives   relating   to  pottery,  glass, 
cellulose   film and plastics. 

The specific  dit  -clivi:,   conreriiinj; Cell     ose   film was   the  easiest   to be defined. 
Perhaps,   at   the   end ol    l')7f.,    .1   »'ill   cove,   vantisi,_u and  not   varnished  films  and 
as   far   as  we  know,   it   will   IK    lite only   one  where   the  migration   limits  arc  not 
foreseen. 
Hut   lor   giving   an   idea   ol   the   complex i l y ol    these   roles,   it   will   indicate  however 
certain   percentages ol   cellulose  plastifier   and  ant i-oxygen  agent. 

The most   important   spec i lie  directive  and  the  most   diiticult   one   concerns   the 
plastics.   A  few   lines   about   this  question  will   help  yuu   to   follow   the  aim of 
the European Council. 

This  paper considers   the   I'ol lowing   points   : 

.   list  of   substance;, authorized   for  use   in  the manufacture of  plas- 
tics materials   and articles 

.   determinai ion  oi   purity   standards  of  certain   substances authorised 
lor the  use  in  the manufacture of plastics materials and articles 

.   Community ineLhods   of analysis   to determine   the  specific  and/or over- 
all migration  of constituents   of plastics materials  and articles. 

Then 
a  complete  list   of simulants   to  be  used   in  determining specific  and/ 
tir over.il 1  migrât ion 
Other  prescriptions 

Ê—m 
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However,  the directive does not ever complex materials and articles, 
i.e.   composed of   layers  of differ ¡nt   types materials,  where  the  final 
layer,   that   intended to come into contact with  the  foodstuffs,   is  in 
plastics. 
The  question  is  still pending. 

All  the specifications have for aim to protect  the goods and  it  is  in- 
teresting  to note  that  the description of foodstuffs  includes  among 
other  things  : 

waLcrs,   fruit or vegetable juices of normal strength or concen- 
trated,   fruit nectars,  wines,  whole  fruit  (fresh or chilled), 
dried or  dehydrated fruit,  fruit  in the  form of chunks  (purée, 
paste),   fruit preserves  (jams  and similar products - whole  fruit 
or chunks,   preserved in liquid),  whole vegetables (fresh or chilled), 
frozen or deep-frozen vegetables,  animals and vegetable  fats  and 
oils,  fish (fresh,  chilled, salted,  smoked -  in the form of paste - 
dried,  frozen or deep-frozen). 

All  these proposals must  be known specially  for r.he  future,   but  it  is  interesting 
to speak more about   P.V.C,   prohlems  because  these resins are more and nore  used 
for  plastics bottles  for waters, wines and oils, 
Since the 60's,  certain specialists have shown that  the V.C.  monomer presented 
some drawbacks  concerning health. 

In the 70'S,  a cancérigène action has  been suspected specially when  this gas is 
breathed  in. 
In  1973 and 1974,  some scientific work has   finally proved the danger of this gas 
for  humans  and animals which have breathed  it  in during a  long period. 
Consequently,  after several meetings,   it has  been decided to establish immediate- 
ly  rules  concerning  this monomer. 

The  big problem was  to adopt  analysis methods  able  to be applied  for  loodstuffs 
and  for  the most   important part,  by analysis   laboratories,   givin¿ a detection 
of V.C.   of 0.05 mg/kg  in   food or  food simulating liquid. 

Finally,   at  the end of December 1976,  a commission has presented to the Council 
a  draft  proposal  concerning  the V.C.  migration which gives   the  following  limits   : 

- 1  ppm (1 mg/kg)   in   the pack in case of  articles made  of V.C.   homopolymer 
- 5 ppir. (5 mg/kg)   in  the pack in case of articles made of V.C.   copolymer 
- 50 ppb  (0,050 mg/kg)   in  the foodstuffs. 

This  draft  proposal   indicates  how to determine  the V.C.   in   food or   in  food si- 
mulating  liquids. 
The  principle  is  as   follows: 

The vinyl chloride present in food or in food simulating iinuids is deter- 
mined by gas-liquid chromatography using the "head space" method after di- 
lution or suspension in dimethylacetamide. 

Present  situation  for  plastics  in general 

Up till  now the  use of  plastics  is only possible  if  they are   in conformity with 
the national requirement   for countries where   they are employed. 
This knowledge  is  certainly necessary  for countries which would like  to export 
in  the European market. 
It   is o  too hard task to explain in a  few lines the different actual rtquire- 
ments.   It will  then be only  indicated some words about  the  regulations  in  some 
European countries. 

_   J 
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In  Kr.-iner,   Mie  requirements  arc very li ird  because  the polymers authorized must 
be lilfth polymers  but   insoluble and inert when  they enter  into contact  with  food- 
Htufifs. 
liven knowing  Mi.it   it   is  practically  Impossible,   the requirements have  been only 
slightly altered. 

- For  certain  types of  polymers,  we have u   list of permitted ingredients. 
These   last  dries  concern   : 

.   ani i-oxidizing agent 

.   st.ibill.xur 

.   lubricant 

.   antf-  U.V. 

.   antistatic agent 

.   plastifier 

.   Cillers 

. Drying substance 
. dies 

. pigments 

In certain cases, limits of migration arc- given in overall or in percentage 

and only for some types of resins. 

- An exception in  given for the use of P.V.C, for which, since 10.7.75 the 
migration of V.C. is only 50 ppbC0.050 mg/kg of foodstuff). 

- Always for P.V.C., all the mineral waters must receive a special clearance 

concerning the P.V.C, used for blowing. 

This typo of l'rencii law, we give as an example, must be interpreted in case the 

definition is not completely established. 

Types of interi elation 

- high polymers 

No legal and no chemical definitions are available , 
Practically, experts have the habit to consider that their molecular weight 
must be higher than 8000. In fact , the high polymers have very often «ore 

Important rolecular weight«. 

sun rat ions 
As   It   is  practically  impossible to avoid migration, experts  admit generally 
60 n'B     /  kg ol   total migration   in   the  totality of the simulants  which are 
pure water,  acetic  acid 1 7»,   cthy   ic  alcohol 15 7. and another one which must 
by sunflower or olive oils or even  certain  types of glycerids. 

In West Ormany,   an official  technical  commission determines  for every  type of 
plastics  requiremen's  concerning  the polymers  and all  their chemical   ingredients. 
For these  last  ones,  maximum percentages  arc  often  indicated and even,   for cer- 
tain casos,   limits   for  specific or  overall migrations are mentioned.  These  "Emp- 
fehlungen"  ;irc  practically  con-parable  to  thc"code of practice"  used  in England. 

In the Netherlands,   new  requirements give  rules  which are very near  to the Euro- 
pean Council   propositions. 

+m 
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Tn the United Kingdom,  practically no  requirement exists concerning the use of 
packs made of plastics and which come  into contact with foodstuffs. 
The British Plastics Federation in collaboration with the British Industrial 
Biological resea-ch Association has set up directives which must be considered 
only as a  "Code of Practice". 
In its list,  a number of plastics raw materials arc mentioned in a special ru- 
bric "without any  risk". 
In any case,  the  producer is always responsible. 

These actual requirements must practically be  followed for the time being and 
when the new Common Market rules will  be definitively adopted,  European countries 
will be permitted  to use their own requirements during the  first 3 years. 
In case certain  countries d. not want  to  follow the new European rules,  they must 
follow special proceedings explaining  their position and after examination,  the 
alteration will  be agreed or not. 

Sea products and other products  in tins 

Up till new,  practically only a  few products  are imported  from Arab countries. 
A short  inquiry has shown that certain  important problems  continue  to limit the 
possibilities of  buyers. 
The main difficulties seem to be  : 

- the size of  the tins . 
- the  lack of  palletization    which obliges  to too many handlings. 

About the  rules,   it appears    that presciptions concerning packaging are rare» but 
it  could be considered that,   in  the   future,   rhe 1.3.0.   requirements will be indi- 
cated in  the custoner contracts. These  requirements are still  in progres» and some 
words about  them will  be given  during   the rietini;. 
Nevertheless,   it  appears  that  the knowledge  of what  is   -enerally done  in Europe 
concerning ñietal   boxes   is  interesting   to  '->c known. 

- General   recommendations  for empty  boxes 

A lot   of precautions  should  be  taken  concerning empty boxes   for  avoiding all 
types  of shocks and  for the   storage which -nust   iir. >erat ively be  located m dry 
places . 

For identification of box bottoms, the host solution seems to put a mark with 
an  indelible   ink. 

- General   recommendations  for  filled  boxes 

Special care should be taken for avoiding dariaged boxes which are refused for 
sale. 

A lot of precautions arc necessary for avoiding bacteriological contamination 
after sterilization. These precautions should be specially taken for avoiding 
micro-biologic.-a germs always  present near the seams. 

. When  boxes  are  labelled,  glues must   be  chosen  for avoHing  rust. 
During  the   labelling operation,   the  nrcssure ¿trcngih  of the  belts  should be 
carefully controlled in or'der to have jus'- the sufficient  pressure  for setting 
the  labels. 
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. As for empty boxes, the filled one. should be stored in correct conditions. 
The outer packages are cenemi ly i»> corrugated cardboard instead of wood 
which contains Loo much humidity, the choice of the corrugated board Is very 
Important. 
In case shrinklllms are uaed, they must present hole» in order to avoid con- 
densation. 

. About the temperature of an ideal storage, it is considered that the limits 
are between lo Lo 20 °C. 

I,litt of several types of boxes generally used 

1.- T1NPLATK 
The Eurnonorm 77-63 o£ October   1963 gives  the definition of  tlnplate. 

. K-type  tinplales arc principally reserved  for unvarnished boxes. 

.  Varnishes  are very often  coated on tinplates   for giving a  bettor protection 
to  the metal  or   to the  product   Lo be  packed. 
These varnishes are chosen   in  conformity with the  national  laws  concerning 
varnishcH  and plastics  polymers  coming  into contact with  foodstuffs. They 
must  always guarantee a chemical   inertness and a good adherence  to the tin. 

• l^ues of boxes 

a/ boxes entirely rule of plain tlnplate 
b/ boxes with plain tlnplate body and varnished bottom 
c/ boxes entirely made of varnished tlnplate 
d/ boxes with two coatings of varnish. 

The (a)type boxes arc rarely employed for example when the presence oí tin 
helps to preservi' the colour of goods. 

The (b)ty^ie boxes are the most currently employed especially for vegetables. 

The (c'typo boxes are used lor certain vegetables. 

The (d)type boxes give the maximum of security. 

+ ÇiSSîiiii'Îîii'J" "^products allowing the choice oi boxes 

These products are classified in 3 groups : 

,   1- Rather unaggressive products 
II- Acid  aggressive  products 
III- Sulphuring  products 

In every group,   It musL   be  checked  11  the goods  allow or not   the contact 
with  tin. 

Fruits, juices, rather unaggressive fruit marmalades, peaches, 
fruit mixtures, tomatoes ( whole, concentrated or juice), fish 
in tomatoe  sauco. 

Practically  the  A   types of boxes can  lie  used.   However  for secu- 
rity  reasons,   (a)   and  (d)  boxes  are  often  chosen. 
Certain exceptions must  be underlined  concerning the use of c 
plete varnished boxes   for peaches and  pears   for which a change 
of colour may occur. 
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V 

H.A.  bçaçiçg+tJjiefç^nja'i!:+ïï|:E!p4iÇ   : 

Fruits,   fruit  juices as orange or pineapple,  and so on... 

(b)  and  (d)  boxes  cm be used,   (c)  boxes are not sufficient 
for a  long preservation. 

Il •B • 2?S+2$2$ í $Mfc=+£ÎD$.2$S+ïiE fc-$i?-: 

Cherries 

(d) boxes are necessary for avoiding the change of colour due 
to the tin. 

1II.A.  R^ther^n^re^i^s^l^^ 

Peas, beans, sardines, tunny fish, corned beef 
recommended 

For these products, (a) boxes may be used but it is generally 
to use (c) boxes which give a better presentation when opened. 

III.B.  Ag^sj.ve.^u^uri^ 

Shell-fish and molluscs   :   lobster,   crab... 

(c)  and  (d)   boxes  are necessary. 

2.- TIN FREE STEEL(TFS) 
These boxes cannot be compared,  from the point of view of corrosion, with 
tinplate ones. The lack of protection of steel by  tin makes a varnish coa- 
ting on both sides necessary. 
They are of current use  in certain countries  for  beer or  carbonated beverage«, 
but  their use  is still  limited for other goods. 
Embossed boxes  for certain  fish in oil can be mentioned. 

3.- ALUMINIUM 
Tiie raw materials used belong  to two alioyage  families   : 

magnes ium-aluminiuni and manganese-aluminium 

These adjunction to aluminium    have  for aim an easier manufacture of the boxes, 
giving a better mechanical  resistance and reducing the susceptibility to cor- 

rosion. , ce, 
A chemical or an electro-chemical way allows  to prepare  the surface for cci- 

Allgthese types of metals are  always varnished on  both sides. These coatings 
are necessary specially  for  protecting aluminium itself,   for helping the 
sliding during  the whole  industrial  operation and   for helping  to  improve the 
appearance of the packs. 
As  for   tinplate,   the coatings  are made of  resins which must be   in conformity 
with the national laws.   In  case of  easy opening  lids,  certain coatings  are 
now made with plastics   films. 

The remark concerning  the varnished tinplate boxes  can be applied for var- 
nished aluminium boxes which,   in  certain  cases,   alter  the  colour and some- 
times  even the  taste of goods   (peas,   peaches,  asparagus).   For avoiding  these 
drawbacks,  the quantity of  air  in  the boxes is reduced to  the minimum. 

.   Use of  these  boxes 

-For  products with a  Ph  above  5.8,  one  varnish  coating  is  sufficient   (meat, 
meat pies,   fish  in oil  or natural,  peas and spinach) 
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- For product H with a Pit under >.B, it is necessary to une embossed boxe« 
presenting two cuatingti and Uds protected with a plastics film. 

- For pasteurized producta which .ire filled at a temperature below 100"C, 
the types of boxes uaed aro co.ucd with vinyl ic organosol or varnishes. 
The easy opening lids must be treated in the sama way. 
Such boxes uro used for fruit juices, marmalades, concentrated tomatoes, 
fruit in sirup or natural. 

4.- COMPOSITE 1I0XES (ALll/TINPI.ATE) 
Generally, these boxes have the body or body and bottom made of tinplate and 
the lid or lid and bottom made of aluminium. 
For these boxes, it is compulsory to check the pack for every type of goods. 
They aro used for certain fruit juices, carbonated beverages, dry products 
such as nuts. 
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Regulations   for European market   for  tr;  isportation,  distribution,   commerciali- 
zation and  hygiene  point   of  view. 

Practically' no preise  requirements exist   for transportation,   commercialization 
and hygiene. 
However,  certain habits,   which seem to  be nearly  taken  as rules,  are   followed 
for  weight   and size of containers. 
In  the Common Market,  commissions  of experts are  still  dealing with  this matter. 

It   is perhaps   possible  to   say  that   the   future   requirements    will  not   cover   the 
important   part  of   the  packs   concerning   1,   2 or  3  kg.   But  the  outer   packages   for 
a  certain   number  of  small   units  will   be   certainly  defined in  size. 
It  appears   difficult  to say  that  rules  or  requirements would rapidly  prescribe 
sucn or such  quality of compression. 
Finally,  however,   it is  these qualities  which must  be defined because   : 

- they  seem necessary 
- it  is   possible to think they will   be prescribe  in the  future. 

In  the time   being,  citrus   fruits  are  received  in  bulk  (corrugated board or wooden 
outer packages)   for 2.0 kg  or   in units. 
In case of   units of 2 -  3  or  5 kg  for   instance,   these  last ones are   : 

- in bulk  in a  large  container   >r waggon 
- in box-pallet 
- in corrugated board or wooden outer  packages 

Our knowledge in the matter confirms that a lot of drawbacks appeared in the past 
with agricultural goods exported in Europe specially because their pack« were not 
sufficient   or  too irregular. 

Distribution 

The   influence of hypermarkets enforces   p;.   letization which seems more and more 
important   for  avoiding  too many handlings. 
Generally  speaking,  before arriving  in   linears,  where  the customer  chooses   the 
goods,  all   products come   in a central   point and  in  fact,  the  preference  is  given 
to  products  which are palletized.  These   pallets may  oe  delivered  in  complete  units 
or   the  load  may  be  devided  according   to   the  demand. 
When the load on pallet is shrinkfilmed or stretch!ilmed, it represents a certain 
interest   for  handling  because all  outers   can   lie  sten. 
There  is  no  rule concerning  imbrication  of outers  on  pallets.   Every   firm takes  the 
responsibility of  the arrangement  and gives  instructions  for having   the best   imbri- 
cation. 
In a short   inquiry,  we have  been  told  that,  very often,  products  coming from Arab 
countries   are arriving  in  bulk  in  large   containers.   In  this  case,   several  supple- 
mentary handlings are necessary,   increasing the  final   price simply  because  salaries 
of  workmen   are  Higher   in   Europe. 
It   appears   that  a  common   way  consists,   at   the  arrival,   in  taking  out   outers   from 
large containers   in order   to build pallets because  it   is the only way of transport 
considered  as acceptable   tor the distribution. 

Concerning   the  pallets   currently  used,   we  can  say   for   France   that   the  size   1000 x 
1200 mm represents 40 7, of  the market   and  the size  800 x 1200 mm 30 7.. The   trend 
for  the  future  is as  follows  concerning   the materials  used  : 

80 7, wooden  pallets 
5 7. pallets made of  plastics 

15 7.  pallets  made  of   other materials 

Nevertheless,   it   is  Loo  early to  say what  type of pallet will  be obligatory   in the 
future,  but   a decision will  be certainly  taken. 
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Hygiene  point   et   view 

We  don't   know  special   rules   concerning   this   problem except   those which   concern 
the  components  o I'  packs   com inj1,  into contact   wi'.li   loodstulfa.  Wc muat   say   that 
these   last   unci  .ire   particularly striti   lor   liquids. 

Comme re iati /.at ion 

Ceneraily ¡¡peaking,   it   is  of course necessary to mention  very clearly on  the 
pack»   : 

- the net. weight 
- the country where lo j;oods are produced 
- the definition o[ the f'oods themselves 
- components of the product specially in eise this last one includes several 

addii ives. 
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Marketing   problems  which   should be  included   in   the  activity  oí   the  Regional   Packaging 
Centre. 

Before helping  the  Regional   '\tck  ¿ing Centri   abo,;   M., i'• et inj-,   problems  which  should 
be included   in   its activity,   it  is necessaiy  to precisely know the Marketing pro- 
blems met   for   the  sale  of   exported goods   in  Europe. 

The packs   represent  only   one  part  of  the   problem,   and  except   for  certain cases, 
perhaps  verv   important,   they  do not,   generally,   represent   the  most   important   one. 
That means   that,  ..s everywhere,   the Marketing aspect  of   the  packs  should be  consi- 
dered only  after knowing   the general  Marketing policy   for  the goods  themselves. 

-  It would   be   interesting   to  set  up  in   the   Regional   Centre  a Marketing section 
the work   of  which being   : 

to inform salesmen about  all  possibilities   in  the   type  of  packaging concerned 
before   taking  their   sales   contacts. 

In order   to give these   peoph   this  knowledge,   the  specialist of the Centre 
to  sum up  the   characteristics  of   the  packs  they  pro- should   be   in  a  position 

pose   for  such or such   type 01 goods. 

to indicate .  The  specialist   of  the  Marketing section  should  be   m  a  position 
not  only  an  approximative  price of   the   considered   packs   but  also  the  trends 
in  price   for  the  same   eomponants. 

In   case  the  packs    ¡re  defined  by   the   customer   -   that   is  always  possible 
specially   for  a  matter of storage,   -   the  specialist   of  the  Centre  should 
be   able  to confirm   if   it   is  possible  or not   to  meet   the  demand. 
In   case,   after  examination,   it  would  appear   to   the   specialist   that   an 
Arab   country cannot   confirm the   possibility  of   producing  the  type  of 
packs  wished,   he   must   be able   to  propose another  version,   giving  to  the 
salesmen sufficient  arguments   io- helping  them to solve their sales  pro- 
b1ems . 

•In order   to  really help  the Marketing or  the  salesmen: 

Experts   of this Marketing section should   first  completely know the present 
situation of all packs   generally used  in  Europe  for  the  considered product. 

The knowledge must   be   actualized specially   from a  Marketing point of Vl«w. 

- About   prices  of   raw materials,   they must   know how  the  situation  is   in 
the main  European  countries  and   if   possible,   they  should understand 
why  such  prices   are moving  that   is   to say   they  should know  the several 
policies  involved. 

- About   the prices   of materials,   that   is   to  say   investments,   the  situa- 
tion   is  still   more  dedicate  because  a   lot  of   new mechanical  possibili- 
ties  appears   every  year and  it   is   really very  difficult   to give good 
comments about   their efficiency. 

- These experts   should evidently have a good   idea concerning  the evolution 
of   the Marketing   trends. 

- It   is necessary   not   to  forgot   that   even   in  European  nations  and specially 
in   the  Common  Market,   no rule   is   really available   for giving a good pic- 
ture of  the market   trends. 
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Experts   should  do  lhc  ni'iTss.iry   ti   orde:   lo know  ihr   general   Marketing  aspect 
oí the  pack:;   pr.'icl U il I y   every   ye-.'. 

In Kuropc,   l he  general   evoluì imi  ut   Un    processi 's   is   so   import.ini   .md  dif- 
ferences   in   prucs   .ire   so   del i î min ini   lh.it    il   is   r.ire  not    lo  see  novelties 
during  a   yi.tr.   These   List   ones   .ire  not   always   very   >>oud.   Sometimes   they 
have   Ute  only  advantage   to  he  new and  the  experiment   shows   that   thin  argu- 
ment   is   noi   always  sufficient. 

-   For giving ^i\i  example,  one   o|   i he  most    import.mt   <|uest ion   is  lo   really  know whether 
goods  .ire  lo  be   dclivcied   in   bulk   or   in   ready   to  he  bouyht   units   or   in  hoth  polli- 
ni li lies. 
A  very short   inquiry  seems   in   indicale   ihaL   small   unit   packs  or  sometimes   promo- 
tional  arrangements   could  he   asked,   giving,   i"  •'   lot   ol   cases,  an   important  added 
value  for Aral)  countries. 

In any  casi-,   il  must   ite   considered   that   a   lot   of   eilorts  should be made  for 
solving   the   problems   ol   storage  and  palletization. 

To • um up this  point 

.   People   from Marketing  section  must   be   ready,    liter  reporting   from the  salesmen, 
if necessary,   to help  I hem with   Llicir  advice   tor   S hiding  the   best  solution  (eco- 
nomical   point   ol   view). 

.   However,   the   fact   that   salesmen  could  lose   loo much   time   In  consulting  the  Re- 
gional   Packaging Centre,   means   that   it   is,   perhaps,   necessary   to   foresee  repre- 
sentative  people  ol   a  Marketing  section   In  the  National   Packaging Centre  (one 
per country  or   per group  ol   countries). 
Kxporls   for   this  Marketing   section  should work   in  close  contact  with  the Marke- 
ting section   ol   the  Regional   Packaging   Centre. 
All  these  experts  must   he  Marketing minded and   those   belonging   to  the   Regional 
Centre  should   provide  all   available   inlormal ion   to  their  colleagues. 

. Of course, Marketing people should In aware of all informal inn concerning the 
Indications t he wrillen on the pack according to the ountry the goods are 
seni   to   : 

i 

- Delinitinn ol the goods 
- Net weight 
- Indications  ol   all   ecinpunenls   in   case 
- Place  ol    packaging 
- and so  on... 

there  are   some added 

AH far as we know, it seems that no special regulation exists for the moment, 
bul the complex work ol experts in the Common Market's commissions may change 
the siti ilion   in  tin   lulure. 



Point  5 
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Consultation  services   i-    t hi   Re,',101 al    .enin   covering   pi nils   1-4 mentioned 
above  lor   Nation.il   Packagi n¡    Conimi t tuo 

To know all   the  nasic proM ens   of  the mouern parKanirg   industry and  its evol- 
ving  for  an  expert  or a  group of  experts needs  a  lot  of  Lime and money and 
specially a  lot  of excellent   contacts. 

For  these   reasons,   \.e   think   that   one  Regio/lai   Cintre   should  be  sufficient   for 
giving help and assistante   to  NifLn.ii   Packaging  Committees. 

In our opinion,  everything  begins  with the organization  of  a  Regional  Centre. 
If  it  is   in .1 position   ti    carefully  follow the  packaging n.atter  in general,   it 
should be   then able  to discuss  and  tind quickly  a  suitable  answer to  the  request 
coming   from Notional   Packaging   Committees. 
Gathering all informi.r ion concerning the packaging problems and having obligato- 
rily in their file;, a 1 >t of exan p es, technicians of the Regional Centre should 
be  able  to  help  to  assure   the  best   choice. 
The interest would be nor e important if the.se «xperts were able to give the spe- 
cification  sheets   for   raw  material ;  or  packs   1wulved. 

For  the Marketing Services,   already  seen   in  po.nt   4,   it   appears   easy  enough  to 
find a  solution but  when   the  quali 1 y of   the  p.icks   to be   used  before  exportation 
has  to be   tested,  a diuiculty  oo.urs  because-   it  appears   impossible   to ask every 
time  the   Regional   Centre-   foi   such an action,   this   Centre   being  only   foreseen  as 
a  central   point   fr,r  giving   the   important   lines   ol  a  packaging  policy. 

On one  hand,   controls  ,.rt-   ce-tainJy very   important   and   .sometimes,   even  now.the 
lack of  controls   ior  cert.un  Ara     packs   is  given  as   a   d  auoack  by European   cus- 
tomers  and  or   the   01 IK r   hand,   it   appears   practically   impossibl.    for  a   question 
of   investments   to   really   ask   for   a  complete  National   Centre  everywhere. 
For  solving   this   problem,   2  or   3  centres   shoald  be   foreseen  and  fitted  with  the 
apparatus   needed   for  ¡est mg   typet,  of  packs generally  used  in  2  or  3  countries. 

Practically, even in case Na-iou.u Centres are judged necessary almost everywhere, 
it would be luteresti!.., to determine the places where pome of these centres should 
be more  equipped  being   then   considered  as  relays. 

To sum up this point,   the   Regional  Packaging  Centre will  help the National  Centre 
to ensure   : 

- the  advice concerning   the  necessary  control   apparatus 
- the   training of  the   national  experts 
- the  divulgation  of   the   packaging  technology 
- and  indicate  the main   rules   to be  followed  in order  to be Marketing minded. 

Several  smaller  Regional   Centres could cover  2 or   3  countries giving to these 
last  ones  their help   for  controlling the quality of  the packs used before ex- 
portation. 

but 

The Regional  Packaging  Centre must act as  an  expert  at  the National  Centres' 
request. 
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International    régulai  • < IM:-,   .mil   lulls   :,<•'     ¡n¡'   m.I    ri spoa •; j hi I i I ics    in   case  oí   damage 
caused   !>y   lundi ing  .me!   t i suis por I .at i »MI .   lei lini..il   ri j,n 1 al ion:-.   (requirements). 

A short   enquiry  seems   In   indicate   ilial   i.a  requ i reinen ' s   cxi.ls   allowing  to set 
out   responsibilities   in   caso   ot   damage  during   handling  and  transportation. 

Generally  speaking,   industriai   |»c<>¡>Í•_•   export   or   C.l.l'".   or  K.O.B. 

- C.I.F.   :    It    is   Mu-   way   i;l nvn-l y   recommended   tur   l.hi'  buyers   because  the 
insurance  covir;.   .ill   tin-  nsk;.   ci   handling and   t ranspnrtnt ion, 
that   me.ms   that   l lie   producir  o l   goods  mu¡;l  lake   all   precautions 
lor   pack in)',  lus   production. 
Usually,   1 >r   large niacin m r i is ,   the manufacture r   auks  a   firm 
specialized   in   industrial   packaging matter,   for   protecting Ihum. 
It   is  quite   the  same  way   lor   tin?  transportation  which   includes 
several   liaudl i ng;.   :   tin   producer  choose;;  a  firm which  represents 
tor h im a  seoir i t y. 
Il  a  damage  occurs,   the   producir   is  completely   responsible and   it 
is  then   up  to   hitn to  trv  io  provi',   with   the  help  of  experts,   that 
all   precautions   have not   been   talen  durili);  the   packaging operation 
or   for   the   stowage. 
As   it    is   quite    impossible   lo   de I i ne   rules   setting   out   responsibili- 
ties   (how   is   it    possible   to  determine   if  a   pack   is   good or not), 
the   International   régulât ion;;   s.-iv  thai   the   insurance   does not   cover 
the   ri ¡.k   ol   inadi <¡ii.it i1  or  bad   packaging   (   to  he   understood in   the 
wide  sense   ol   the  word). 

- F.O.li.    :    In   that    case,    the   producir   guarantees   hi:;  goods   only   till   the   board 
and   the   buyer   has   to  thoose   insurance   and  transportation. 
Practically,   the  lucei   lias   a   security   less   important,   but he general- 
ly  takes   this   way   loi   a   question   of   linai   price. 
In  case  ot   d.imagi-  caused   Iw   handling  m   stowage,   he   has  to negoH.ir«* 

i th   the   carrier,   with   I    .-  help  of  an   expei i . 
If he   lh.nl.     i a.a   u.imagi    is   dui    i' , -u k,   hi   has   to  prove,   al way* 
with   the   help   ol   an   expert,   the   had   quality   c-i    the   pack. 

To »urn up   : 

- present   iairopean   regula! ions   seem not    to   cover   rules   setting   out   responsibi- 
lities   in  case  ol   damage   caused  by   insili Jicient   or  bad   pack. 

- it   appears   impossible   tu  give  a  good  de I inition  ol   a  satisfactory pack. 

- Only  specialized   I i i ins   dealing  with  special   industrial   packaging seem able 
to  represent   a  guai antei , 

- The   best   solution   appear ,   to  buy   something   in  (J.I.I'',   position. 
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Necessary unified testing methods wh<di should be elaborated by  Regional Centre 
for all Arab  countries. 

The unified  testing methods  are absolutely necessary to be sure of the quali;, 
of the raw materials and packs  used. Even  in Europe, a lot of  time was  spent  for 
determining unified testing methods and it can  be said that even now,  certain 
points are not  quite clear. 
However,  3 great lines  should be foreseen i    ar.y case  : 

1.- Taking  into account  the  fact that corrugated board,  treated or not,  should 
represent   the most  important raw material   used,  it is necessary  to have,   in 
one or several central  points,  large conditioning chambers  allowing the use 
of the following apparatus   ; 

- revolving drum for tumbling test 
- Jarring tables 
- shock tester 
- compression machine 
- dynamometer 
- perforation recorder 
- bursting tester 
- penetration measurer 
- stiffness meter (rigidimeter) 
- porosimeter 
- pH - meter 
- climatic containers 
- check weigher 

The necessity of having  this type of chambers must be underlined,  or at least, 
some climatic containers   for the very beginning have to be  foreseen. 
Without  this type of plant,   it would be  impossible to guarantee the validity 
of the  packs and impossible too to determine  the good choice between several 
qualities. 

It must  be known that,   even now in Europe,   a  lot of drawbacks appears because 
firms,  sometimes even  important ones, have  decided not to  follow that way. 

2.- In case plastics units  are  directly sent  tc  Europe,  it would be necessary  too 
to control  the quality,   but  in that case,   it  is much easier. The  compression 
machine  and the revolving drum for tumbling  test seem sufficient. 
Concerning  the possible migration of monomers,  it  doesnot  seem necessary to 
have everywhere and perhaps even in the  Regional Centre special  laboratories. 
The measurements renlly  require specialists  and only certain European labora- 
tories seem available  for  this type of analysis. 
It  is always possible  to ask the raw material supplier himself for analysis 
but  if  this way is sometimes sufficient and certainly the cheapest one,  it   is 
much better to have results  established by  .   very wellknov.n  independent labo- 
ratory. 
It might  be interesting  to know thai,  even   in Europe, a lot  of important  firms 
found this  way as the best  one. 

3.- Concerning the tins,  up till now as it has   been t sen in poirt 2,  no require- 
ment has  to be followed except for the control of the varnishes which must  be 
in conformity with the national law and,   in  the future, with  the Common Market 
requirements. 
The problem of corrosion  is certainly the  most urgent one and a  laboratory 
should be   foreseen at  the  Regional Centre   for stucMng all  these problems.  This 
laboratory should be able  too to find the  percentage uf arsenic or lead In order 
to be  in  conformity with the future European rules. 

ÉHB* 
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Techniques    i|)|ilii'i)   Ini'  packaging  .lud   ,i; ri i ni I mil   products   which  are   stocked   in 
cool Í ng-rooms . 

More ;ind more, I >r avoiding troubles, cms fruii s .nul ot¡-or agr icul Lural pro- 
duct.» are t ransporl ed iiy aoai in cooling-rooms. Aui^iny in a barlumi, the con- 
tainers  arc  also  placid   in  cool inj;- rooms . 
However,   in  Kuropi ,   all   the  sy.stem.s   of  distribution  and commercial 1 zat ion  are 
Still  not   equipped   with  the.se  cooling-rooms. 

It   is  thought   thai   certain  drawh.ieks   happening on  packs were  due   to  an   inadequate 
strengt h alici   storage   in  cool Ine-rooms.   Some  precisions  must   lie  given  here   be- 
cause cool i it};-rooms   in  thcnselves   are  nut   totally  rospo  stole  lor  damage. 

- Humidltv   »alio   in   cool i ne-rooms 

It  has  been  staled   that   in   cool jng-rooms,   1   kg  dry  air  contains  0.004 kg 
water   in  case  of   95 "I- relativi'  h'imidity  at   2"C, 
At   20"C willi a   re la l ivo  humidity  ol   6")  7,   that   is   lo  say   practically at   a 
normal   European   temperature,   1   kg   dry  air   contains   O.OlU  kg water. 
It   can  he   seen   thai   cool ing-iooms   donol   have a  higher   humidity  ratio than 
for  a  storage  at   normal   atmosphere. 

- Atmosphere   in  cool ine     ooins 

The atmosphere   in   cool inj',-rooms   i ,s   not   so wet   as   usual.   There! ore  the cool- 
ing  room  cannot   he   responsible   lor   an   increase  o!   humidity  of  the  stored 
outer  packages   niadi   ol   cardboard. 
Two  facts   are   to   be   taken   in  account    :   on   one  hand,   the  moisture   cornine,   from 
fruits  and  vegetatili s   and   the  tr.nisler  ol   humidity   from   inside   to  outside, 
and on  the   other   hand  I hi   • oiulens.it ion  due   to the   temperature  dilference   bet- 
ween   the   insidi    o!    the   packs   and   the   cool ing-rnoni. 
It   is  generally   oclrutted   thai   lhe   humidity   increase   for   outers   is  of  3.S   '/.<. 
The  storage   in   cool ing-i ouim.   increases   this   ratio   ol   1 . S   ">  giving  a  general 
humidity   incr>  ise   oí  about   r) 7,    II   th     percentage   seems,   al   lirsl   sight   very 
low,   it    is   admit l i'd  that    ! lie  rei ru^ilnl   t >• >-11 il has   'osi    Vi  7  oí   ils   compression 
st renati). 

- How to  protect   corrugated   board   ? 

Lots of   trials   have   proved   ¡Hal    in   hot-melt   coaling  gives   a  certain  barrier 
against   tin   ImmiJilv   11 ans 1er. 

, When lhe coaling PJ applied on the internal side, the increase of humi- 
dity is reduced Iron 'i to A 7. In that case, the corrugated board loses 
only  23  '/•  ol   it.   compression   strengt li   histuad ol    )D 7«. 

. 11 lhe coal ing is applied uu the outside, the corrugated board increases 
its humidity ratio up to ') "/.., losing I lien more than 50 7. ol ils strength 
character i si. ics . 

-   Influence   ol   storage   duration   on   cai dbo.ird 

It   has   been   proved   that   cardboai 1  which   bears  a   load  during, a  certain   time   loses 
a   part  ot   its  char icter ist its.   lor   instance,  an  outer  which must   he  sufficient 
ior  taking  an   lot)  kg  load must   le   calculated at    170  for  mainlaining good   result« 
after one  month   storage   and at   200   lor   9 month  storage. 
Por  a  load  ol   4lK)  kg,   the  outer   should  be  calculated  at   690 for  one month  storage 
and at   800   lor   9  month  s tor,ige. 
In  these   two examples,   a  coeflicieni   of   1.4   for  normal   corrugated  board  and   1.3 
for treated corrug.it ed  board musi   be assigned,   both   lor   storage   in  cooling-rooms. 
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How the  erul>leni_or^_l>çuer_com£^ 
storage-in cooiïng^rooms_T 

AU  treatments mentioned in  point  1   for corrugated board containers  begin 
to be  used and it has  been seen that  they improve compression strength 
after  storage   in cooling-rooms, 
Unhappily,  the different treatments  cost a lot of money and  it is raainiy 
this   point which reduces their use.  At present, certain  firms begin  to 
produce outer  packages made of corrugated board treated with a certain 
percentage of  Escore?,  types  according to a  new process. These outers  hav« 
the     particularity of keeping a good compression strength after storage 
in a  very high humidity climate. 

Concerning these treatments,   it  is  however  passible  that a  large u«e be- 
'  gins   in the  future according to the decrease  of the  ingrediants and to a 

new possibility of real inoustrial treatment. 

The beat solution used practically in a lot of  countries  for keeping suffi- 
cient  characteristics  after storage  in cooling-rooms,  consists mainly in 
increasing the  paper quality and its weight  in order  to obtain the sufficient 
compression strength after the  loss due to humidity. 
For fruits or vegetables coming  from South America,  North America, Australia, 
outers are generally  untreated but are made of very high quality board. 

According to the agricultural  goods,  a lot of possibilities exists concerning 
the paper sheets or the plastics  foils used     inside wooden or other container«. 
No rule exists   for defining  them but  it seems  logical  to admit that dividers 
permit   to raize  the compression strength and  in certain cases only,  the divi- 
ders  are treated according to  the  processes  described  in point 1. 
A solution giving also a better security against a  loss of compression strength 
would be to uee  dividers  in expanded polystyrene which keep« completely its 
compression strength  in all humidity ratios. 

\ 



Point   0 
-     ?0     - 

Testing methods   l'or   packaging of   intliisiri.il   products   imported   í rom developed 
countries,   l rom Quality   Control   point   "1   view which allows  to   prove  damages 
caused  by   Insufficient   packaging durili);   transport   and   handling. 

It   has  buen seen   In   terni u    reference  6   that   there   is   no  rule   for setting out 
responsibility   in  case*  of  damage  caused   by   insufficient   packaging. 

It   Is  asked  if  some   testini; methods  could  prove    thai   a   pack   i.s   bad,   hut   It   Is 
not   necessary  for  the   buyer uf   industrial   productb  to   know the   testing methods 
because,  when a  damage   occurs,  only  the   producer of  the   industrial goods   Is 
responsible. 

The   task  of  the  buyer   Is   to protect  himself  against dam« ige  In   having     a well 
dono  contract with special clauses.   For   Instance,  he  should stipulate   that  the 
Industrial products,   especially machineries,  should be   delivered, set  up in the 
factory and ready  to run. 
If he has som-.' doubts  on  the quality of  the packaging  oí machines or on  the ma- 
chines  themselves,   the   buyer should not   touch them hut   cull   for an assembler 
coning  from the producing firm.  He has   to contact  the  customs   broker who will 
do   the  necessary   for   registering  reserves  on  the  goods   delivered, 

The producir uf industrial goods, in rasi- of articles of small dimensions, will 
he .able to Lest the packed goods in a transportation simulator. Generally, this 
method   is  applied  only   tor goods  which   are  produced  in   series   or  for  moulds. 

For   large  units,   the   producer currently   has  the  habit   to  pack   hi*  production 
himself and  in that   case,   Ilio work  is   done In  the  factory with  specialists  be- 
longing  to the  firm. 

In  order  to prove   that   the  packaging  of   a  producer  has   satisfactory  characteris- 
tics   lor  the  protection   o'   goods,   some   organisations   h.ivc  tried  to sot   up methods 
of  analysis. 
Their  aim was   to  be  able   to deliver   iu   »  ic  producer a   pack  ging guarantee certi- 
ficate  for  Inaurano « . 
Finally,   as   far  as  we  kivi,  after  about    10 trials,   the   result:,   were  not  good enough 
because   these organization!   took  only   in   consideration   the specifications of  raw 
materials  used. 
V.V   rs:vc  been  told   that    the   insurance   firms  continue  to   be   m   favor of  such a  certi- 
ficate which seems  to   represent   for   t hem ihr beginning  of a security. 
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